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Platinum Trust Funds – Performance to 30 June 2017 

Fund 1 Year (% pa) 3 Years (% 
compound pa) 

5 Years (% 
compound pa) 

10 Years (% 
compound pa) 

Platinum International Fund 21.3 11.0 17.1 7.8 
MSCI All Country World Net Index 15.3 12.3 17.1 4.8 
Outperformance +6.0 -1.3 0.0 +3.0 
Platinum Unhedged Fund 31.7 12.4 18.6 9.0 
MSCI All Country World Net Index 15.3 12.3 17.1 4.8 
Outperformance +16.4 +0.1 +1.5 +4.2 
Platinum Asia Fund 19.7 11.7 16.0 7.7 
MSCI All Country Asia ex Japan Net Index 23.0 12.5 14.4 5.2 
Outperformance -3.3 -0.8 +1.6 +2.5 
Platinum European Fund 28.5 11.5 16.6 7.6 
MSCI All Country Europe Net Index 17.5 6.6 14.8 1.4 
Outperformance +11.0 +4.9 +1.8 +6.2 
Platinum Japan Fund 24.0 18.9 25.4 10.8 
MSCI Japan Net Index 15.7 13.1 16.1 2.2 
Outperformance +8.3 +5.8 +9.3 +8.6 
Platinum International Brands Fund 27.7 12.6 16.1 9.9 
MSCI All Country World Net Index 15.3 12.3 17.1 4.8 
Outperformance +12.4 +0.3 -1.0 +5.1 
Platinum International Health Care Fund 18.2 16.0 20.4 11.5 
MSCI All Country World Health Care Net Index 6.4 14.6 21.6 9.7 
Outperformance +11.8 +1.4 -1.2 +1.8 
Platinum International Technology Fund 24.6 12.3 16.9 8.2 
MSCI All Country World IT Net Index 31.6 22.2 23.2 9.7 
Outperformance -7.0 -9.9 -6.3 -1.5 

Source:  Platinum Investment Management Limited and RIMES Technologies 

From 26 April to 29 June 2017, in conjunction with the FPA, Platinum’s investment team delivered 33 
presentations around the country to around 3,000 financial advisers.  CEO Kerr Neilson, CIO Andrew 
Clifford and Nik Dvornak, Portfolio Manager of the Platinum European Fund, took to the stage in six 
state capitals.  Elsewhere in the country, an Investment Specialist delivered the CEO/CIO’s message, 
accompanied by one of five sector or regional experts who presented on their respective areas of 
expertise.   A wide range of ideas and insights were shared across the country, and this article is a brief 
precis of the key points. 

CEO Kerr Neilson introduced Platinum’s methodical investment process, underpinned by quantitative 
analysis, by analogy to Moneyball, a statistical process that has been proven to be more effective at 
selecting baseball players than the traditional approach that relied on “hunch”.  Kerr described the 
changes in Platinum’s team over the last five years, highlighting outstanding returns over this period 
through organisational improvements, and showcased this video 
https://www.platinum.com.au/journal/views/video---performance-of-any-group-ultimately-depends-
on-team-cohesion/ produced with former Wallaby player- turned-data-analyst, Ben Darwin, about 
cohesion in teams.  Further insights from Ben’s work will be shared later in the year.  

CIO Andrew Clifford expanded on his view expressed in his recent quarterly report 
https://www.platinum.com.au/journal/views/macro-overview/ about the major changes in global 
capital flows. We believe that these dynamics have significant implications for client portfolios that are 
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dominated by Australian and US equities, two countries (along with UK/NZ/Canada) that have been the 
major beneficiaries of capital flows over the last two or three decades.  The basic hypothesis is that 
while the deficit (Anglo) nations have been consistent, there have been changes among those 
generating the surpluses and funding our lifestyles.  Times are changing, and the implications for 
Australia may boil down to saving more or being forced to raise rates to attract capital.  The key 
protagonists are the Chinese and the Europeans, and China is already some way down the path of 
increased consumption in the economy (evidenced in housing, autos, tourism, et al).  Europe has made a 
dramatic transformation since the GFC (with current accounts in PIIGS now in surplus), and is likely to 
start to see greater consumption (peaking surpluses) as the economic recovery takes greater hold.   
Andrew noted that Platinum’s portfolio today is heavily skewed towards the surplus nations in Asia and 
Europe, with a smaller exposure to the US.  A virtuous cycle could be about to start in these regions as 
capital is internally deployed rather than funnelled to whatever is booming in the US, Australia, etc.  

Nik Dvornak, Platinum’s European Fund Manager, explained why Europe is misunderstood, overlooked 
and hence, a fertile investment environment.  The Anglo view is that belt-tightening has been a 
negative, while the reality is that Europe has rebuilt resilience for the path ahead, and indeed, politically 
is as stable as it has been in history.  The region is growing faster than the US, and looks to be the catch-
up opportunity.  Nik contrasted surplus country Germany with Australia’s world-record economy which 
has a substantial current account deficit.  With no real wage growth between 1990 and 2010 as millions 
of East Germans joined the labour force, and no real property price growth between 1980 and 2010, 
Germany has only begun to see a pick-up in domestic wages and property prices in the last few years.  
Drawing on examples of the types of stocks that have worked here in Australia over the last 25 years, 
Nik explained why companies such as Hornbach (Germany’s “Bunnings”) and Scout24 (Germany’s 
“realestate.com.au”) are promising investments.  Nik’s view is that exposure to German property is 
likely preferable to Australia over the next decade given where we have come from and where we are 
likely headed.  

Curtis Cifuentes, our IT analyst, presented on the “Car of the Future” and demonstrated the 
opportunities being created at the intersection of three big developments in transportation – electric 
vehicles, driverless cars and ride-sharing.  The electric vehicle is a new platform enabling new entrants, 
while driverless cars and ride-sharing will collectively change the way we (or instead, corporates) are 
likely to own vehicles in future.  The ramifications for the economy, from employment to insurance, are 
widespread, and often it is the second and third order implications that will both surprise us and have 
the most significant impact.  After all, it was the work of the Venetian glass-makers serving religious 
masters in the 13th century that led to the invention of telescopes and microscopes.  

Cameron Robertson, our IT Fund Co-Manager, presented on ‘Technology: A Balanced View’.  With many 
global behemoths getting bigger and hotter, he noted that corporate governance in Silicon Valley is not 
exemplary and investors need to be vigilant. Cameron discussed how Moore’s Law (doubling of 
processing power every two years) has given us the exciting products we have today, but that may be 
slowing.  He also gave a brief account of Artificial Intelligence, noting the technology’s broad 
applications and the factors that have brought about these new developments. Another area covered in 
Cameron’s presentation was the mechanics of web-based advertising and how the Cloud is smoothing 
demand for computing power. 

Jack Cao, one of our Asia analysts, looked at where our greatest sector exposure met with our greatest 
geographic exposure in his presentation ‘Technology in China’.  Far from being an imitator, we believe 
there are some very innovative technology giants in China which in many ways are ahead of their 
western counterparts, often aided initially by “leap-frogging” but also benefiting from, for example, 
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population density and labour costs advantages.  Jack covered mobile payments, which are leaving 
credit cards behind in China, live streaming as a form of entertainment, and the new move into robotics 
as a step up the value chain.  

Jamie Halse, our Brands Portfolio Manager, looked at disruption in the retail sector in ‘The Retail 
Revolution’.  With Amazon looming large in everyone’s consciousness, there is an interesting junction 
ahead for many consumer businesses with some big winners and terrible losers.  Jamie highlighted the 
way internet retail is changing consumer patterns, with much more customisation, marketing via social 
media and Amazon’s “infinite shelf” challenging the traditional FMCG model.  China’s lead in e-
commerce over the West makes it a critical market to follow.  Not all is bad with Coca-Cola, an example 
of a company adapting to the new world, and several other categories from luxury to underwear to 
digital platforms that are well-placed to participate in the next boom.  

Joe Lai presented on ‘Picking up alpha in Asia’ with a journey around a misunderstood market, brimming 
with investment opportunities. Joe explained why, contrary to the rhetoric from many global investors, 
investing merely in multi-nationals is not enough to capture the region’s growth.  The uniting theme is 
that Asia is a region where few have achieved a high-income lifestyle, but billions aspire to it.  Countries 
like the Philippines and India are make giant strides through technology adoption and infrastructure 
investment, with outsourcing driving a new Filipino middle class, and Jio’s 4G network an Indian success 
story.  China is moving into technology innovation with the ubiquity of Tencent (via WeChat and other 
applications) unparalleled in the West, and the more recent moves into industrial technology. Korea, on 
the other hand, is at the technology leadership stage, and there is no better example than Samsung 
Electronics, Platinum’s largest investment, which, ironically, supplies key component (such as OLED 
screens) to its competitor, Apple! 

The slide pack captures some of the essence of the talks, but if you would like to learn more, please 
contact our Investment Specialists, Douglas Isles, Julian McCormack or Dean McLelland via 
invest@platinum.com.au; all three have been investment analysts within Platinum’s investment team.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This presentation material was prepared by Platinum Investment Management Limited ABN 25 063 565 006 AFSL 221935 trading as Platinum Asset Management (Platinum). Platinum is the 
responsible entity and issuer of units in the Platinum Trust Funds (Funds). Platinum is a member of the Platinum Group of companies. 

Disclaimer: The information contained herein is not intended to provide advice.  It does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any person, 
and should not be used as the basis for making investment, financial or other decisions.  To the extent permitted by law, no liability is accepted by any company in the Platinum Group or their 
directors for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on this information. Platinum does not guarantee the repayment of capital, payment of income or the performance of the Funds. 

Investment returns are calculated using the relevant Fund’s unit price and represent the combined income and capital return for the specified period.  They are net of fees and costs (excluding 
the buy-sell spread and any investment performance fee payable), are pre-tax, and assume the reinvestment of distributions. The investment returns shown are historical and no warranty can 
be given for future performance. You should be aware that historical performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.  Due to the volatility of underlying assets of the Funds and 
other risk factors associated with investing, investment returns can be negative (particularly in the short-term). 

All data where MSCI is referenced is the property of MSCI Inc.  No use or distribution of this data is permitted without the written consent of MSCI Inc.  This data is provided ‘as is’ without any 
warranties by MSCI Inc.  MSCI assumes no liability for or in connection with this data.  Please see the full MSCI disclaimer at: https://www.platinum.com.au/our-funds/platinum-international-
fund/#FundPerformance. 
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